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About This Game

"Tank game" is a very funny and enjoyable local coop game, perfect for playing with friends or whatever, also good for
children.

In the game, you select a map, from a list of very differect maps, and play, the aim is to kill the other player.
When a tank is destroyed, it spaws(there are some spawn points)

What to expect:

-Amazing inspiring music during gameplay.

-Local CO-OP gameplay to play 1 vs 1 with enjoyable gameplay.

-Minimalist graphics

-Up to 10 different maps to choose.

How to play:

-WASD to move (player 1)

-Space to shoot (player 1)
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-Arrow keys to move (player 2)

-P to shoot (player 2)
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Title: Tank Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dexion Games
Publisher:
Dexion Games
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018
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Game mechanics work well, but I'm not sure if its not optimized, when battles start I notice a big frame drop with stuttering... i
am running a gtx980ti so it shouldnt have that problem. other than that the mechanics are pretty good... Just needs alot more
content than just fighting three robots over and over again.. wow roulette is fun. Bamboo EP is a collection of 3 games and an
interactive title screen filled with fish, frogs, etc. Its main title (out of the three games) is "Bamboo Heart", which involves you
taking control of an animal who's heart was replaced with one made of bamboo. For six dollars, the game packs a suprising
amount of content. The controls feel responsive, the action is fluid, Steam has that refund policy in case you don't like it... Give
it a chance!. 4X RTS at its best. Design ships, build thousands of ships, blow up ships. Colonize planets, build up planets,
MOVE PLANETS, destroy planets (and stars!). Research forever, argue over trade and displomacy, and kill everything! All in
glorious real-time and even with friends in multiplayer.
Did I mention the modability?. I liked the simplicity of the game, the graphics are cute, the downside to the game is that its very
short so im hoping they will release a patch soon. This is Good, Old-School fun!!! Sometimes, "Simple" is downright
entertaining and this game fits that bill very well. I really enjoy how easy it is to pick up and play! It has an uncomplicated, fair
progression system that doesn't punish you to death. The loot aspect is a lot of fun too! But I have to admit, one of the things
that first attracted me to this game is the interactive town buildings (that act as a menu of sorts). That very much reminds me of
an Impressions game that I played many years ago named, "High Seas Trader". And now that I own this game, I see how much
potential it has & I have great hopes for it's further improvement as it continues to develop.

So, if you like simple games featuring the Age of Sail\/Pirates, get this game. If you like quest\/loot-based games, get this game.
If you like a game that's easy to pick up and play, get this game. I think it's a hidden gem and I hope you'll enjoy as much as I
do.. Bloo Kid 2 is a rock solid retro 2d platformer. The make or break of any platformer is the controls and this game
passes with flying colors.

In addition to completing the level there are 6 additional challanges for each level;

kill all the enemies

collect all the stars

collect all the hidden blue stars

collect the balloon at the end of the level

finish in under the special time

finish the level with 3 hearts. Add me and play for free. :)
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Awsome game. i dont see RPG Maker MV - Pop! Horror City in soft RPG Maker MV. how i can open Pop! Horror City. One
of the most disappointing VNs, and I have played a lot of them.

For the most part this is a kinetic novel (ie, only couple choices) and is of the otome variety (ie, you are a girl mainly choosing
guys). I found the artwork very nice, but the backgrounds, which are photographs, are a bit lackluster. The story, or lack thereof,
was bad. Some parts of the dialogue seem very rushed, especially the endings. I felt for a kinetic novel, it should have carried
stronger themes and/or tried to invoke more feelings since there really are no decisions to make. The game takes about an hour
to beat, maybe 90 minutes if you read slow.

On a technical level, there are some issues as noted by the other reviews as well. If you choose the "wrong" option in a dialogue
choice the entire segment repeats, over and over again, until you choose the "right" option even though you didn't want to
choose it. Pure laziness that they didn't want to write the text for an alternative path. The other major gripe is the "mini-game"
that takes up probably half of your playing time. A very boring match-3 game with no redeeming qualities. As a tip, you can
make moves that do not result in a match, so it is actually much easier once you realize that. Just keep on moving stuff around to
get big chains along the edges.

In summary, short match-3 laden game with a cliched non-story story. Only positive is that the artwork is decent, otherwise run
away from this title. Bad game that even if free I would recommend you pass on.. I rode Jumbo 2 to victory and appeased the
monkey gods 10\/10. Same game every time I play. Nobody plays and I can't even get into a game.. Game from childhood !
Master peace ! ��������. I...literally beat this game in 15 minutes, and only puzzle I had to 'look up' was the one from Metal Gear
Solid where you need the codec frequency from the back of the actual game case (it's 140.15 for anyone curious).

I cannot recommend this game at all...mostly because the puzzles weren't all that great, and it LITERALLY TOOK ME 15
MINUTES TO BEAT. My play time? I GOT 100% ON THE GAME.

Certainly not worth even the CDN$ 4.39 I spent for it. I wanted to like it, because it seemed really interesting.

+It was a neat waste of 15 minutes.
+Comes in multiple languages.

-It was a neat waste of ONLY 15 minutes
-The puzzles were, mostly, stab in the dark to solve. The MGS one didn't even give a good clue 'from another game' could mean
literally anything, not to mention the game came out in 1998.
-Far too overpriced for what you get
-The UI seemed very basic, and the buttons didn't really match the other aesthetics of the game.
-This is more the writer in me talking, but the way the sentences were structured had me cringing. 'As soon as I heard it, I was
on the road. On the road for over 48 hours' or 'As soon as I entered the door swung shut behind me and was jammed shut'. This
many fragmented sentences just make it feel overtly amateurish.
-Did I mention how appallingly short it was?

I'm getting a refund. It's not worth it at the current price point. I'd only get it on a Weeklong Deal for CDN$ 0.24 if it ever came
with cards. And only because you'd get money BACK.

TLDR: Don't buy this.
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